Spherically convergent beam fusion (SCBF) has been studied for many years. However, the detailed mechanism has not been made clear. This depends on a fact that it is difficult to measure the physical quantities precisely in a central region of spherical configuration.
Background Background
Spherical shape (SCBF)
Cylindrical shape (RCBF) We devised to change the electrode shapes from spherical to cylindrical. Breakdown voltage of D 2 gas is about twice that of H 2 gas at the same pd.
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V V --I I Characteristics Characteristics
In low current region, operating voltages are nearly constant. But in high current and low pressure region, operating voltage becomes higher abruptly. 
Spatial Distribution Spatial Distribution
Abel Invertion 
--D D PIC PIC Simulation Simulation
Cylindrically Symmetric Cylindrically Symmetric
On the two cyclic boundaries, a particle is reflected totally. On the two cyclic boundaries, a particle is reflected totally. To conserve the number of particle, following procedure is To conserve the number of particle, following procedure is used. used. When electrons reach the anode, the same number of When electrons reach the anode, the same number of electrons is electrons is generated in space according to a function of generated in space according to a function of ion distribution. ion distribution. As for the ions, when they reach the cathode, the same As for the ions, when they reach the cathode, the same number of ions is generated in space according to a number of ions is generated in space according to a function of ion distribution. function of ion distribution. The flat potentials at the central region are almost the same with the ones in vacuum and experimental results. However, potential profile near and outside the cathode is different from experimental one. 
